
EX
PLORINGthe planets

Visit seven spacecraft that explored the planets

Use the map on the back to find your way



SPUTNIK 1 replica
EXPLORER 1 backup
▼ first human-made satellites to orbit Earth
▼ launched in 1957 [Sputnik] by the Soviet Union and
 1958 [Explorer] by the United States 

The antennas connect to battery-powered radios that broadcast data 
back to Earth. How many antennas does each satellite have?    
■ 2 ■ 4 ■ 6
 
Compare the shapes of the two satellites. Sputnik reminds some 
people of a basketball. What does Explorer look like?
■ a compact disc ■ a ballpoint pen 

The striped part of Explorer is the satellite. The white part is the last 
section of the Jupiter rocket that launched the satellite. You can see a 
Jupiter rocket in the Space Hall.

Explorer

Sputnik

Explorer 1 broadcast
a mysterious signal.
Scientists later
associated it with a
radiation belt
surrounding Earth—the
first major discovery
of the Space Age.



MARINER 2 replica
▼ first spacecraft to fly by and study a planet other than Earth
▼ launched in 1962 

a The two parts that look like wings are solar panels. They
 collected radiation from the Sun to power the
 spacecraft instruments. Mariner 2 traveled too far to run on
 batteries like Sputnik and Explorer.  
  
b Compare the main antenna with the antennas on Sputnik and
 Explorer. What shape is this antenna?     
 ■ long and thin ■ round like a dish

 It has more area to collect radio signals from Earth and beam
 back signals. 

c Do you see the small antenna on the bottom? It has temperature
 sensors that measured the temperature of Venus.

a

b
c

Mariner 2 confirmed
that Venus rotates
in the opposite direction
of the other planets.
It also measured the
planet’s temperature.
It’s 900°F [475°C]!



a

b

c

d
d

VIKING MARS LANDER test vehicle
▼ first spacecraft to land on the surface of Mars
▼ launched in 1976 

a This digging arm collected soil for experiments. It dropped the soil  
 into three canisters on top of the spacecraft. Can you find them?   
 [hint—One has a funnel.]
  
b When the digging arm got too dirty, it swung over to this brush.
 It whisked red Martian soil off the arm.    

c The smaller arm recorded the weather on Mars. It measured
 temperature, air pressure, humidity, wind speed and more.

d What’s on the front of these two cylinders?     
 ■ a slit ■ a hole

 Electronic cameras inside sent digitized information to Earth, where
 it was turned into color photos. There’s one on display in front of
 the spacecraft.

The Viking Mars
Lander looked for 
signs of life on Mars
but didn’t find any.
It discovered water
in the air and
underground, though. 



HUBBLE SPACE  TELESCOPE test vehicle
▼ the largest telescope ever sent into space
▼ launched in 1990

a A door on top opened to let light enter the telescope.
  
b The top part of the telescope contained the mirrors. The main
 one was almost 8 feet [2.4 meters] wide.

c The two solar panels are rolled up. Each one is 40 feet
 [12.2 meters] long. That’s a third the length of this gallery!
 
d How many yellow hand rails do you see?  
 ■ 4 ■ 8 ■ 12

 These were used by astronauts who came to repair and
 maintain the telescope.

This photo of Saturn
is one of thousands
taken by the Hubble
Space Telescope.
You can see more on
the wall to your left.

a

b

c

d



PIONEER 10 prototype
▼ first spacecraft to venture to the outer Solar System
▼ launched in 1972

a How does the size of this dish antenna compare with that of   
 Mariner 2 on the other side of the gallery?     
 ■ much smaller ■ the same size ■ much bigger

 Pioneer 10 needed a dish this size because it traveled so far.

b Two generators used radioactive decay to power scientific
 experiments. Spacecraft that explore the outer planets cannot
 use solar panels. They travel too far from the Sun.
 
c At the end of the long boom is a magnetometer that measured   
 magnetic fields around planets. The boom prevented scientific 
 instruments inside the spacecraft from interfering with
 the magnetometer. If you think this boom is long, wait until
 you see Voyager.

a

c

b

Pioneer 10 took
this close-up photo
of Jupiter. It
shows the planet’s
giant red spot—
a huge storm the
size of Earth.



VOYAGER replica
▼ first spacecraft to tour the four outer gas giants
▼ launched in 1977

a How would you like to have this dish antenna on your house?
 It is 12 feet [3.7 meters] wide and can transmit data from as far
 as 1.9 billion miles [3 billion kilometers] away!
  
b How many copper-colored nozzles do you see around the base?  
 ■ 2 ■ 4 ■ 8

 They are thrusters—small rockets that change the craft’s position
 and speed. Not all of the 16 thrusters are visible.
   
c The body of the spacecraft is covered with a thermal blanket
 that protects scientific equipment inside from extreme cold.
 The blanket has 30 layers.

d The long boom has two magnetometers to detect magnetic fields.
 Look for one in the middle and one at the end.

Voyager took this
photo as it flew by
Neptune. The planet
appears blue
because of methane
in its atmosphere. 

a

c

b

d



Use this map to find the seven spacecraft

Continue your planetary voyage by navigating these web sites

www.nasm.si.edu http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov
www.nasa.edu  http://hubblesite.org
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov

This publication is made possible through the generous support of the
Gertrude E. Skelly Charitable Foundation.
Photos courtesy of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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